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“An inspirational subject that will change the way you think 

about things forever.” 
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Psychology has been defined as the science of mind and behaviour. 

Essentially, psychology is all about people. We are all amateur psychologists, every 

time we try and work out why someone acted the way they did or try to predict how 

someone might behave or react. Psychology tries to find answers to some of these 

questions by investigating them in a more scientific manner. 

If you would like to understand both yourself and others better, psychology is the 

subject for you. 
 

Psychology can lead to specific careers in Industrial, Clinical, Educational or Forensic 

Psychology, counselling and therapy, but it is also a useful qualification to have if you 

are thinking of any career that involves dealing with people (almost everything!). 

An understanding of psychological procedures and principles would also be useful in 

careers such as teaching, health service related occupations, law (including police) and 

social work. 



 

2017 A Level results 

100% A* - E @ A2 71% A*-C 

Well above National Averages 

 
Please note that this was new A level specification in 2015 and therefore is a two year linear 

course with terminal examination. 

The course specification taught is AQA www.aqa.org.uk 

You will develop a broad knowledge and understanding of psychology through a range of topics. 

 

 

 

 
Component 1 

Social Influence  

 
 

Assessment 

2 hour terminal examination 

Memory 

Attachment 

Psychopathology 

 

 
Component 2 

Approaches in Psychology  

 
 

Assessment 
2 hour terminal examination 

Biopsychology 

Research Methods 

 

 

 

 
Component 3 

Issues and Debates in Psychology 

Option 1: - Relationships or Gender  
or Cognition and development 

 

 
 

Assessment 

2 hour terminal examination 

Option 2: - Schizophrenia or Eating 
Behaviours or Stress 

Option 3: - Aggression or Forensic 
Psychology or Addiction 

 

 

 
For further information: - 

cbuller@tgschool.net 

http://www.aqa.org.uk/
mailto:cbuller@tgschool.net


In preparation of the first few weeks in TGS studying psychology, I 

would like you to research the origins of psychology and the  

3 approaches of psychology: 

 

1. What are the origins of psychology? - Who is Wilhelm Wundt, 

what is meant by introspection and the emergence of science? 

2. The biological approach to psychology - define genotypes and 

phenotypes, neurotransmitters, hormones. 

3. The behavioural approach to psychology—define classical and 

operant conditioning, social learning theory. 

4. The cognitive approach to psychology—define schemas, 

cognitive neuroscience, the role of the theoretical and computer 

models. 

 
You could write about research studies form each area listed above, 

e.g. classical conditioning—research has been conducted by Pavlov. 

 
 

Please note; when researching on the internet, it is wise to put 

‘psychology’ in the search engine as well as the word you are 

looking for. 

You can also research using books, including the textbook we will be 

using next year - AQA Psychology for A 

Level Year 1 and AS 

IBSN: 9781908682406 

If you have any problems with the work, 

then please email Mrs Buller: 

Cbuller@tgschool.net 

mailto:Cbuller@tgschool.net

